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.Wasted? So is your life.
Discover PYC; a wise way to make a
difference.

Prevention Youth Council is an
organization that promotes drug
prevention in teens around the San
Luis Valley. In the past few years
alone the death rate from prescription
painkillers has quadrupled and heroin
deaths have tripled. This may not
seem as if it’s close to home, but
Alamosa County is ranked near the
top of the list of counties in Colorado
affected by drug abuse. This club that
most don’t realize exists provides
strategic ways to avoid the abuse of
drugs in teens when our decision
making skills may not be as
developed as we believe. Not only
that but it is a fantastic way to
discover new people who hold the
same values as you. Meetings are
held once a month and food is
provided free of charge. Also, as an
incentive for participating in these
meetings members receive rewards
such as gift cards and cash prizes.
Drug abuse is an issue that comes
with consequences that most don’t
comprehend, but PYC is a
distinguished organization that
assists in the resistance of such
issues.

-Carlee Leroux and Mayah
Dominquez
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Drama in the Theater
In my time of being in theater, I
absolutely fell in love with the
technical side of things. In my
experience, I have seen all sorts of
theater programs. I think that
curtains and lights are the most
crucial parts of a production. I
talked to two other techies, the
people who work backstage. Rocio
is one of the techies on the show,
and she has a very different opinion
from the other techie I spoke with.
For Rocio, she would rather be
backstage because she would much
rather learn behind the curtain than
be in the spotlight. She also suffers

from stage fright. She believes that
curtains, lights, and prop handling
are the most important technical
jobs back behind the curtain. The
show coming up will be her third
technical performance. She really
loves talking to the cast members
to make sure that they all have
what they need, and she loves to
help where she is needed. The
other techie that I spoke with was
Chassity. She has no real reason
why she wants to be a techie, but
she thinks she isn’t good enough
to be on stage. I think she is great.
She thinks that props and set are
the most important technical jobs.

This will be her first technical
performance. She really loves
the people. Now, let's move on
to what is really important. You
are probably all wondering what
play we are doing. Well, it is a
murder mystery thriller. Its
“Mouse Trap” by Agatha
Christie. If anybody has seen
clue, this is like the original
story of that game and movie.
Christie is a fantastic
playwright, and the amazing
kids that are in the cast will
serve the play a great deal of
justice. For this play we are
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reaction time, increased heart rate,
coordination problems, and even
possibly a higher risk of a stroke.
So, if you’re thinking about trying
marijuana, here’s my advice…
this is a free country and you have
the choice to make your own
decisions- good or bad. Especially
in high school, but take it from
me- smoking marijuana can have
consequences that hurt, from
losing your real friends for fake
ones, or your parents trust for
disobeying them, or even
something as serious as getting an
MIP (Minor in Possession). From
firsthand experience, I can truly
say that it’s not worth it. Being
high made me personally feel like
a loser, and I think there are better
things to invest your time and
money into. But, if you decide to
try it, even if it is just once- be
ready for the consequences that
might present themselves.
-Anonymous

The Ideal School
Back in November it was officially
decided that Del Norte would be
getting a new school. The new
school is planned to be up in about
two years. It will include
kindergarten through 12th grade all
in one building, but will be
separated into wings by grade.
There were a lot of people that were
very excited to hear about the new
school. But there were also a lot of
people who were not so excited
about it. So I went around and asked
a couple of the students their
thoughts on the new school:

"In all honesty, it would provide
more space which is exactly what
we need since the middle school is
crowded at the moment. And
although our junior class won’t be
in the school it could be beneficial
to the lower grades. However, I feel
like it could be a hazard to keep all
the grades in one building because it
could stand at risk of someone
dangerous getting in."
-Alycia DuPont

My Opinion on Marijuana
Although a hit might be the

popular consensus to do, don’t do
it. Don’t try it, not even just once.
The fact of the matter is, that
you’ll either like it or hate it. If
you like it you’ll continue to do it,
and if you hate it, you still might
find yourself doing it just to feel
accepted. Many will conspire
against what I’m about to say, but
despite its color and appearance,
marijuana is a drug. It makes you
wacky and incapable of
performing simple tasks. Even
though in Colorado, the use of
marijuana is legal, it is illegal for
minors, which means anyone
under the age of 21. I know this
sounds cliché but it’s true, your
brain isn’t fully developed until
the age of 25. There’s a reason the
law is what it is, and its purpose is
to protect you from possibly life
threatening long term effects such
as, memory issues, paranoia,
psychosis, hallucinations, lowered

doing an interesting type of cast. We
have an orange cast and a black cast.
One cast does one show and one cast
does the other show. Also, we have
Jacob Thacker as a student director. In
the orange cast, we have: AneMarie
Thacker as Mollie Ralston, Emilee
Haefeli as Giles Ralston, Infamous
Blake as Christopher Wren, Hannah
Thacker as Mrs. Boyle, Nick Davis as
Major Metcalf, Kaylie as Mr. Paravicini,
and Audrey as Detective Sergeant
Trotter. In the black cast, we have:
Triniti as Mollie, Max as Giles, Syana as
Christopher, Emily Patton as Mrs.
Boyle, Keegan as Major Metcalf, Mack
as Mr. Paravicini, and Shay as Detective
Sergeant Trotter. Sometimes actors have
a ritual to get ready. I talked to the
Thackers and even they all have
different methods. Honestly, each
person has their own style and ways. I
do know that no matter what, this play is
going to be awesome.

"I think that getting a new school
is awesome and it would be nice
to have a new building. I hope
that it will get built for our class.
I'm very excited." -Max Garcia

The kindergarten class was asked
to draw out what their ideal
school would look like. One
student said "I want to be able to
have lunch, electives, class, and
recess all in the same room."
-Sawyer Roesch
Another student said "I want a
new chair. We need a new
football field and a ladder to a
punching bag." - Ethan Estrada

-Isabela Arellano
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Senior Interviews
Shaelynn Mondragon

Parents - Chuck and JJ Mondragon
Favorite Color - Grey
Favorite Food - Tacos
Dream Car - Range Rover
Best Quality - Beautiful Hair
Worst Quality - Too Sweet
College - ASU
In 10 years - Becoming a Nurse
Favorite High School Memory - Prom

Enter Text Here.

Raul Hernandez

Parents - Raul Hernandez SR.
Favorite Color - Royal Blue
Favorite Food - Peanut Butter Jelly
Dream Car - 1969 Camaro SS
Best Quality - Loyalty
Worst Quality - Time Management
College - Harvard University
In 10 years - Making Money
Favorite High School Memory - Lunch
Break
Favorite Quote - “Get Rich or Die Tryin”

Enrique Lujan

Parents - Spring Pacheco and David Lujan
Favorite Color - Red
Favorite Food - Mexican Food
Dream Car - Mercedes
Best Quality - Style
Worst Quality - None
College - Adams State
In 10 years - Engineer
Favorite High School Memory - Spanish
Student of the Year
Favorite Quote - “ I live my life according
to my line of time.”

Have a Great Weekend!!
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Basketball
The 2018 Del Norte basketball season has
been incredible for both boys and girls!
Both varsity teams are undefeated! Sargent
was a huge rival for our Del Norte athletics
but we came out with a win! Sanford was
another rival for us and a big thanks to our
fans and their spirit, both basketball teams
pushed through and had yet another victory.
Every player has extraordinary talent and
has an impact on their team, whether they’re
getting rebounds, making baskets, or
cheering on the side!
Captain, Sophia McConnell, says, “As a
captain, I think that my team has improved a
lot since the beginning of the season and
everyone is helping each other get better.”
McConnell is confident that her team will
make it to state and win with her teams’
determination and their willingness to work
hard. Off the court they stay open, and
helpful to one another with whatever is
needed. Sophia says, “My personal goal is
to be a good leader and set a good example
for the JV squad. It is an honor to be a team
captain as a junior. My goals for my team
are that they continue to get better every
day, to push their selves and never settle.
Coach, Gibbs Sanchez, also thinks that his
team has improved a bunch, fundamentally
and working together. He says, “I think we
have a chance to win it all, to be the last
team standing. The girls have a sense of
family, everyone helps each other and that’s
why we have such a strong team.” Coach
Sanchez stated that he never goes into a
game thinking it will be an easy win, but if
we work together and execute what needs to
be done, the game will be in our favor. “Our
team quote is ‘flip the switch’ and it has
helped us go undefeated so far!”

Captain, Carlos Parra, says, “I think we
have improved since the beginning of the
season because we play more as a team. I
am very confident that we will go to state
and win because we’re good!” Parra’s
personal goals as a team captain are to help
the team advance their talents and I’m
working hard for myself because I want to
play college ball.

Sophomore, Kendra Parra, has the highest
scoring average, following with Junior,
Lacie Jones, with rebounds for Del Norte
Girls basketball. Yesenia Rosales,
sophomore, is an incredible leader for her
JV squad and has improved since last year
by suiting varsity this year. Kaeci Madrid, a
freshman, also suited varsity this year and
always has a positive attitude and also leads
the JV squad.

Senior, Carlos Parra, leads Del Norte Boys
basketball with the highest scoring average
as a shooting guard. Junior, Kade Glover
has also carried his team by handling the
ball with incredible talent and also his
scoring average. Jaden Wilson recovered
from a knee injury last season and has
bounced back tremendously and makes a
huge impact for the varsity team. Logan
Cestone, a freshman, is catching up to
Carlos with his three’s on JV and suits
varsity! Juan Rodriquez is also a great
leader for his team and has recently began
suiting up for varsity.

Mackenzie Wolfe-

Logan Cestone (9) Kaeci Madrd (9)
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Kendra Parra (10)


